VTWM: An Incremental Data Extraction Model Based on Variable Time-Windows
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Abstract

Continuously extracting and integrating changing data from various heterogeneous systems based on an appropriate data extraction model is the key to data sharing and integration and also the key to building an incremental data warehouse for data analysis. The traditional data capture method based on timestamp changes is plagued with anomalies in the data extraction process, which leads to data extraction failure and affects the efficiency of data extraction. To address the above problems, this paper improves the traditional data capture model based on timestamp increments and proposes VTWM, an incremental data extraction model based on variable time-windows, based on the idea of extracting a small number of duplicate records before removing duplicate values. The model reduces the influence of abnormalities on data extraction, improves the reliability of the traditional data extraction ETL processes, and improves the data extraction efficiency.
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1. Introduction

In enterprises or government departments, due to the different development times and different development agencies, there are often multiple heterogeneous information systems running on different hardware and software platforms at the same time. These systems have some features such as independence from each other, the fact that it is difficult to share data and so on. These features raise the challenge to build data warehouse for data analysis. ETL (Extract-Transform-Load) is one of the main technical means to solve this problem [1]. Data integration through ETL solves the problem of difficult integration of heterogeneous data, and realizes the integration and sharing of the data between different departments and different system. At the same time, ETL technology also reduces the difficulty and cost of constructing data warehouse.

At present, the data extraction methods can be roughly divided into two categories: full data extraction and incremental data extraction. The full data extraction is simple and direct. It is a one-time extraction of the relevant data of the source data system, equivalent to data migration or data backup. This method is suitable for the first extraction [2], which is not the focus of this paper. Incremental data extraction is the extraction of data that has changed in the source system. The key to incremental data extraction is how to capture the data that has changed. Time Stamping Mode, Triggering Mode, Snapshot Mode, and Log Mode are common Changed Data Capture (CDC) methods [3-8]. For the Time-Stamping Mode or Incremental Timestamp-based Data Capture Mode, it requires the existence of a time attribute columns in the source database table and uses these attributes columns to determine which data is incremental data. It applies to occasions less demanding real-time [3]. For the Triggers Mode, it requires
the establishment of triggers in the source system, and this method is invasive. For the Snapshot Mode, it requires a lot of storage space to save the snapshot information, but there are serious performance problems when the tables are relatively large. The implementation of the Log Mode with a specific database, for example, SQL Server database need to create a log table in the database, and log table maintenance also need to write a specific code to complete [9-13].

Compared with the other three methods, the Time Stamping Mode is relatively both good in performance and has low requirements on the source system. However, the traditional method of Incremental Timestamp-based Data Capture is plagued with anomalies in the process of data extraction, leading to data extraction failure and target database rollback, and affecting the extraction efficiency in the end. To solve this problem, in this study two improvements are made to the way of extracting data based on incremental timestamps. An incremental data extraction model based on variable time-windows (abbreviated as VTW Model or VTWM) is proposed to reduce the impact of abnormalities on data extraction efficiency during data extraction process.

The main contribution of VTWM proposed in this paper is that it alleviates the problem that the database rollback and the efficiency of the de-duplication operation decrease with the increase of the data volume of the target table due to the exception of the up-extraction operation of the traditional model. It reduces the impact of anomalies on data extraction by taking into account the efficiency of data extraction under the premise of ensuring reliability. The main idea is to avoid database rollback in the case of exception by extracting a small number of duplicate records before removing duplicate values based on variable time-windows. The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is the related work. In Section 3, we introduce the methodology of this paper, including the basic definitions related with VTWM and the core algorithms. Section 4 introduces the implementation of VTWM. Section 5 provides evaluation results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Finding a highly efficient and reliable method for capturing change data and leveraging the right ETL tools for extracting changing data from various systems continuously are the key to share data across heterogeneous systems and build incremental Data Warehouse for data analysis [14]. At present, there are mainly three main approaches for the study of change data capture: Log-based approach [9-13], Trigger-based approach [2,15] and Timestamp-based approach [3,5,16]. A full-table comparison incremental extraction method based on database transaction log files, called L-C incremental extraction method, is proposed in [10]. A framework of capturing change data based on message queue that enables real-time change data capture is presented in [11]. A CDC mechanism is designed in [12] to capture change data based on reading and analyzing database logs, giving a real-time data update scheme. Research work [13] investigates the reliability conditions and general methods of capturing changed data based on logs, and proposes an algorithm for extracting changed data from logs. An optimization of the traditional trigger-based approach is proposed in [2] using snapshots, which can solve the problem of history data extraction and data inconsistency between data source and target. A method combining trigger-based approach and log-based approach is proposed in [15], solving the problem of data sharing and synchronization in heterogeneous databases. The traditional timestamp-based approach is improved in [3] for solving the problem of deleted data recognition. The general procedure for extracting data incrementally based on timestamp is presented in [5] in details. A detailed data flow for incremental timestamp-based data capture is presented in [16]. Log-based approach and Trigger-based approach are both for a specific database or DBMS, while the Timestamps-based approach is not limited by certain types of database. The related work discussed above focus more on comparing between the advantages and disadvantages of different incremental data extraction approaches, or improving the traditional approaches addressing their
shortcomings. The related work pays more attention on improving the efficiency of data capture than its reliability in practical application. In real world projects, however, reliability is even more important than efficiency. Although the related work [5,16] have studied the incremental timestamp based data capture method and given the detailed capturing process, the timestamp-based approach had drawbacks that data extraction process does not allow an exception occurs. If the event of an exception happened, the extraction will be invalid and the target table needs to be rolled back, thus affecting the efficiency of data extraction.

3. Methodology

3.1 Traditional incremental timestamp-based data extraction model

Incremental timestamp-based data extraction is achieved by maintaining an additional database table to store the time of the last data extraction [5]. To facilitate the description of the problem, this paper firstly presents the traditional incremental timestamp-based data extraction algorithm [16].

Algorithm 1 Incremental timestamp-based data extraction algorithm

1. begin
2. create time_temp table; //create a timestamps table
3. init(time_temp); //set the last_load for a particular value and set the current_load for the system current time
4. resultSet:=loadData(source_table); //extracting data from the source table source_table
5. for (i=0; i<resultSet.size(); i++)
6. record:=resultSet.get(i); //determine whether the current record is a new record
7. if(isNew(record)) then //determine
8. insert record to target_table;
9. else
10. update record to target_table;
11. end if
12. end for
13. last_load:=current_load;
14. update time_temp;
15. end

The incremental timestamp-based data extraction method is second only to the trigger incremental data extraction method in terms of performance, but its extraction efficiency is not high in the actual application. We conducted many tests on the traditional incremental timestamp-based data extraction method. We found that the main reason for the low efficiency of data extraction is database rollback caused by abnormal in the process of data extraction (steps 8 and 10 in algorithm 1). The duplicate records in the extracted data originating from data sources or duplicate records that occurs after correlation operations. The presence of duplicate records causing a primary key conflict when updating data to the target database is the main source of anomalies. In addition, memory overflows and disconnected database connections also contribute to the exceptions to some extent.

To solve this problem, one solution is to de-duplicate the extracted incremental data (resultSet in Algorithm 1), that is, adding an additional operation of de-duplicate data after Step 6 in Algorithm 1. After the de-duplication operations are added, the probability of abnormalities in updating the changed data to the target table is reduced, and when the amount of data in the target table is small, the data extraction efficiency is improved to a certain extent. However, as shown in Figure 2, as the amount of data in the target table increases, the data extraction efficiency gradually decreases.

**Figure 2. Consuming time of extracting 10 thousand changed data under different target data tables**

From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the traditional incremental timestamp-based data extraction still has the following problems:

1) The problem of database rollback due to abnormalities in incremental data extraction operations still exists, such as database disconnects and memory overflows, these exceptions can still lead to a reduction in extraction efficiency.

2) The efficiency of the de-duplication operation decreases as the amount of data in the target table increases.

3.2 Definitions

For that two problems existing in the traditional incremental timestamp-based data extraction, this paper considers the following two aspects:

1) The target database is not rolled back when an exception occurs in the incremental data extraction process.

2) Improve the efficiency of the de-duplication and try to keep the efficiency of the de-duplication operation stable within a certain range. Instead of changing with the amount of data in the target table, the efficiency of the de-duplication operation should be kept within a certain range.

**Definition 1. Time window.** The time window is used to describe the time information at which the incremental timestamp-based data extraction job is performing data extraction. The time window can be represented by a two-tuple $TW= (TS, TF)$, which $TS$ represents the start time node of data extraction and $TF$ represents the end time node of the
data extraction, and $TS < TF$. The size of the time window is $TF - TS$. For example, a certain time-stamped incremental data extraction process job extracts the changing data in time node $t_i$, $t_{j}(t_{i}<t_{j})$, then the time window for this data extraction can be expressed as $TW = (t_i, t_{j})$ and the time window size is $t_{j} - t_{i}$.

**Definition 2.** Data maintenance variable time $\Delta t$. There may be multiple records in the same moment of the source system. If an exception occurs during data extraction, the data at the moment when the exception occurs may have a partial record loss at the next extraction. For this purpose, the start time of data extraction when the data extraction job is started again needs to be set as a certain time point before the end time of the last data extraction, and the difference between the last end time and the start time is defined as data maintenance lead time. For example, let $TW'_1 = (t_i, t_{i+1})$ and $TW'_2 = (t_{i+2}, t_{i+3})$ be two consecutive data extraction workflows. There must be $t_i < t_{i+2} < t_{i+1} < t_{i+3}$ based on $TW$ and $\Delta t$, and $\Delta t = t_{i+2} - t_{i+1}$.

Normally, the ETL process of incremental timestamp-based data extraction is scheduled [18] with a specific period, such as one day, half an hour, several minutes and so on, and its period is often fixed. Therefore, if no abnormality occurs, the time window size tends to stay the same. However, if an abnormality occurs in the data extraction process and the data extraction process ends prematurely, that is, the $TF$ becomes smaller, the size of the time window in this data extraction will be correspondingly smaller. In such a data extraction workflow, the key to ensure that the target database is not rolled back when an exception occurs in the incremental data extraction process is to expand the time window for data extraction when starting the data extraction process again and extract the data that could not be extracted due to an exception in the previous time window.

**Definition 3.** Data record set within time window. Given that the time window $TW = (t_i, t_{j})$ then all the data contained in the database table $T$ which the size of time window is $t_{j} - t_{i}$ is defined as data record set in time window, recorded as $R_T(t_i, t_{j})$. Let $TW'_1 = (t_i, t_{i+1})$ and $TW'_2 = (t_{i+2}, t_{i+3})$ are the time window of two consecutive data extraction workflows to extracting data, and $t_i < t_{i+2} < t_{i+1} < t_{i+3}$ then the formula of the data record set of the target database table $T$ in the time window $TW'_3 = (t_i, t_{i+3})$ is as follows:

$$R_T(t_i, t_{i+3}) = R_T(t_i, t_{i+1}) \cup R_T(t_{i+2}, t_{i+3})$$

**Definition 4.** VTWM (Incremental data extraction model based on variable time-windows). VTWM relies on incremental data extraction from a given time window. This paper assumes that it is normal for an exception to occur during the data extraction process, and that anomalies often result in inconsistencies between the target table data and the source system data [19]. For that reason, the solution given in this paper is to give two time windows before incremental data extraction. And the one is source time window for extracting data from source system and the other one is target time window for extracting data from target database. Then extract the corresponding data using the given time window from the source system and the target database, respectively. Finally, these data are deduplicated to obtain the final set. Taking into account the consistency of the data be affected by the anomalies of data extraction process, it is needful to make a small adjustment for a given time window use $\Delta t$ before the data extraction. Therefore, we give a formal definition of incremental timestamp-based data extraction model based on variable windows:

$$M = (SRC, dst, gmt, \Delta t, TWS, OP, clean, dup)$$

$SRC$ is an n-tuple with $S = (s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n)$, represents n data sources. $dst$ represents the target database table, which requires an attribute column that marks the storage time. $gmt$ represents the maximum time of the data put into the database from the $dst$ data obtained. $\Delta t$ represents data maintenance variable time, used to adjust the time window size. $TWS$ represents the time window information required for data extraction. $TWS$ can be represented by a two-tuple $TWS = (TW_S, TW_T)$, and $TW_S$ represents the source time window and $TW_T$ represents the target time window. In $M$, the determination of $TW_S$ and $TW_T$ in $TWS$ (especially the determination of $TS$ in these two time windows) is crucial to ensure data consistency between the source system and the target database, especially when the data extraction workflow is started again for data extraction after an exception occurs during data extraction, the determination of $TS$ in $TWS_S$ is directly related to whether the data that cannot be extracted due to the exception can be Extracted.
Theorem 1: Let the target database records \( R (F_1, F_2, ..., minTime) \) be \( N \) records respectively from \( N \) data sources, and \( R_1 (F_1, F_2, ..., time_1), R_2 (F_1, F_2, ..., time_2), ..., R_N (F_1, F_2, ..., time_N) \) is obtained through some operations, where \( minTime = \min \{ time_1, time_2, ..., time_N \} \). Therefore, each time the above model is used for data extraction, the difference between the maximum value of the target data storage time \( maxVal \) and data maintenance variable time \( \Delta t \) as the start time of extracting incremental data from the source table and the target table, the integrity of the target table data can be guaranteed. It is proved as follows.

Proof: Set up the last record \( R_c = (F_1, ..., F_m, minTime) \) that was updated to the target database table before the abnormal happened of data extraction is the \( k \) records from the \( k \) source from SRC1, SRC2, ..., SRCk: \( R_c = (F_1, F_2, ..., Time_k), ... , R_k = (F_1, F_2, ..., Time_k) \). Obtained through OP operation, where \( maxTime = \min \{ time_1, time_2, ..., time_N \} \). When the data extraction process is started again, the following formula is satisfied:

\[
R_s = R_{SRC1} \cup R_{SRC2} \cup \ldots \cup R_{SRCk} \cup \ldots \cup R_{SRCn}
\]

Perform the OP operation on the data record set from the data sources of the left and right sides of the symbol \( \subset \) in the above formula to respectively. And there are:

\[
R_1 \subset R_{SRC1} \cup R_{SRC2} \cup \ldots \cup R_{SRCk} \cup \ldots \cup R_{SRCn}
\]

\[
R_k \subset R_{SRC1} \cup R_{SRC2} \cup \ldots \cup R_{SRCk} \cup \ldots \cup R_{SRCn}
\]

Therefore, data extraction according to the above methods will be able to ensure that the target database table data and source data consistency.

OP represents the operation defined on the data source. OP is also a tuple whose dimensions are related to the operations defined on the data source, such as \( OP = (INNERJOIN_{S1-S2}, ...) \). INNERJOIN S1-S2 represents the data extracted from data source s1 and data source s2 are interconnected.

clean represents a simple cleaning operation for data extracted from SRC, removes the extra time field value. The extra time field value is each record that not the minimum data storage time in the SRC.

dup represents de-duplication operation of data extracted from SRC and data extracted from dst.

As shown in Figure 4, the working process of the model is described as follows:

1) perform \( gmt \) operation on the target database table dst to get the maximum value of \( maxTime \) for the data storage time in dst.
2) set the TS value as \( maxTime \) in the time window of \( TW_S \) and \( TW_T \), and then the time window \( TW_S \) and \( TW_T \) are adjusted to obtain \( TW_S' \) and \( TW_T' \) according to the given \( \Delta t \).
3) take \( TW_S' \) as a new time window to extract data from the data source SRC1, and perform OP operation on the extracted data, and then perform a clean operation. Remove the extra time field value in the data to get the result set tempRS_SRC;
4) take \( TW_T' \) as the target time window to extract the data from dst to get the result set tempRS_dst;
5) perform \( dup \) operation on tempRS_SRC and tempRS_dst to obtain the final result set RS;
6) load the RS into the target database dst.

**Figure 4. Incremental data extraction model diagram based on variable time windows**

### 3.3 Data deduplication

Data deduplication is achieved through comparison operations on data, and the efficiency of data deduplication is highly dependent on the number of comparisons between data, and trying to reduce the number of useless comparisons between data is an effective way to improve the efficiency of deduplication. Data deduplication needs to solve two key problems: reducing the search space and record matching [17].
The general improvement model de-duplication the data by comparing the new change data and the entire target table data one by one. This approach is inefficient and there are two main reasons: Firstly, there is a large proportion of ineffective comparison operations. Secondly, the efficiency of data matching is too low. In general, the earlier the storage of data, the less likely to change in the future. Based on the above assumptions, we filter data of the target table according to the time of entry of data into the database. We only select the data from the target database for a period of time before the occurrence of abnormal data rather than the entire target table data to compare with the new data to narrow the search space. It can significantly reduce the number of comparisons between data.

4. Implementation

From the definition of VTWM, we can see that the table structure of time table described in 3.1 cannot meet the requirements of the new model. Therefore, this paper redesigns the middle table and the name is CDC_TIME. The table structure is shown in Table 1. TS_S and TF constitute a source time window TW_S, TS_T and TF constitute a target time window TW_T. And pre_time represents the data maintenance lead time Δt and will not change once determined.

Table 1. Structure of CDC_TIME table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Explain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>table_name</td>
<td>varchar[30]</td>
<td>Primary key, the target table name for the current record maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS_S</td>
<td>datetime</td>
<td>The source system extracts the start time of the record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS_T</td>
<td>datetime</td>
<td>The start time of the target database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>datetime</td>
<td>The current time of the system when the extraction process is started</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre_time</td>
<td>long</td>
<td>Data maintenance pre-time, unit: Second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key for VTWM implementation is the maintenance of the time window. The maintenance algorithm for CDC_TIME table is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Update algorithm for CDC_TIME table

Input: Record<TF, TS_S, TS_T, TABLE>, Timestamps information used to extract data from the source to the target table
Output: Record<TF, TS_S, TS_T, TABLE>, Updated Record
1. begin
2. if (Record equals null) then
3.   TS_S:=1970-01-01 12:00:00;
4.   TS_T:=sysDate; //system current time
5. end if
6.   TF:=sysDate;
7.   start Job until finished ;//job: extraction of incremental data
8.   maxVal:=getMaxTime(TABLE); //the maximum value of the attribute column of the data update time from the target database table
9.   TS_S:=maxVal-pre_time;
10.  TS_T:=maxVal-pre_time;
11.  update Record;
12.  return Record;
13. end

For the first time extraction, all the data of all data sources needed to be extracted. Therefore, TS_S needed to be set as an earlier time for the first extraction. In this study, the initial value of TS_T was taken from 1970-01-01 12:00:00. In addition, the target database table was empty for first time extraction, so set the value of TS_T was the current system time. Except the first extraction, the value of TS_S and TS_T of each extracted data were the difference between the maximum value, maxVal, of the time of putting data into current target database table and the data maintenance lead time.

5. Experiment and Analysis

The traditional time-stamped incremental data capture model is deficient in reliability, which is improved accordingly in this paper. In order to verify the effectiveness of the design, this paper analyzes and compares the process shown in Figure 1 in terms of reliability and data extraction efficiency.
5.1 Experimental environment

This experiment was carried out in a 64-bit windows system. System version was windows 10 Professional Edition, and CPU was Intel i5-2400, quad-core, clocked at 3.10 GHz. The memory was 4GB and the mechanical hard drive was 1TB. CPU, memory and hard disk free load were about 24%, 45% and 27% respectively. The source of the load was mainly generated by the operation of the system basic software. The database environment used in this experiment was Oracle11g Release2 Standalone.

5.2 Comparison and analysis of reliability

In this experiment, we compared the data extraction of the Traditional Model, the General Improvement Model and VTWM. This experiment compared the three models from the exception of memory overflow and abnormal database connection. Table 2 is a comparison of the reliability of three models in the case of a memory overflow exception in the extraction process of 19880536 records in the A view. Table 3 is the reliability comparison of three models in the case of database connection exception in the data extraction process. The number of records to be extracted reduced to 3 million for avoiding the impact of memory overflow on the experimental results. Due to the amount of data to be extracted is small and there are very few anomalies in the extraction process. Therefore, the database connection abnormality is created by pulling out the network cable in the actual data extraction process.

Table 2. Reliability comparison under exception of out of memory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>First Abnormal</th>
<th>Time Abnormal</th>
<th>Number of Exceptions</th>
<th>Target table data volume</th>
<th>Extraction results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>traditional model</td>
<td>7517000</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td></td>
<td>7517000</td>
<td>fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General model</td>
<td>7528000</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td></td>
<td>7528000</td>
<td>fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model of this paper</td>
<td>7539000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19880536</td>
<td>success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Reliability comparison under the exception of database connection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>First Abnormal</th>
<th>Time Abnormal</th>
<th>Number of Exceptions</th>
<th>Target table data</th>
<th>Extraction results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>traditional model</td>
<td>1506000</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td></td>
<td>1506000</td>
<td>fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General model</td>
<td>1428091</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3000000</td>
<td>success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model of this paper</td>
<td>1490000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3000000</td>
<td>success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2, the traditional model and the general improvement model cannot continue to extract data when a memory overflow exception occurs in the data extraction process. However, after the improved memory overflow exception in the data extraction process of the VTWM, the data extraction workflow can be started again to extract the data. In Table 3, the traditional model cannot continue to extract data after database connection anomaly occurs in the data extraction process. In the general improvement model and the VTWM, the data extraction process can be restarted after the database connection exception occurs. But the general improvement model takes a long time. Combining the above two points, the VTWM in this study is better than other two models in the case of anomaly.

5.3 Comparison and analysis of time performance

In order to further verify the performance of incremental timestamp-based data extraction model of variable window, this study compared the model in the data extraction time performance with the Traditional Model and the general improvement model. This model was based on reliability, so this experiment mainly compared the extraction efficiency of the three models in the process of data extraction in the case of abnormal circumstances. The experiment was carried out in two times. The first fixed target table data was 1 million and followed by an increase of the amount of source data. The second fixed source data was 1 million and followed by increasing the target table data volume. Due to the probability of abnormalities in the data extraction process was relatively small in reality, so this experiment used manual interference to create abnormalities. Two comparative experiments were performed abnormalities when the data amount of the target table and the source table were extracted to 450 thousand. The model that extracted data unsuccessfully due to abnormalities, the statistical time were calculated with the maximum. The comparison results were shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Figure 6. Performance comparison of three models in the case of fixed target table data
It can be seen from the comparative data in Figure 6 and Figure 7 that, although the extraction efficiency of the VTWM is lower than the traditional model if no abnormality occurs in the extraction process, the traditional model cannot continue to extract data when an abnormality occurs, while the general improvement model and the VTWM can continue to extract data and the efficiency of the VTWM is nearly doubled compared with the general improvement model. Comparing the extraction efficiency of the traditional model and the general improvement model, it is found that the main reason for the reduction of data extraction efficiency is the de-duplication operation. The VTWM is optimized on the basis of the general improvement model, and the amount of data comparison is reduced, thus improving the data extraction efficiency to a certain extent; meanwhile, as can be seen from the data in Figure 7, the VTWM avoids the problem that the extraction efficiency of the general improvement model gradually decreases as the amount of data in the target table increases.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose VTWM, an incremental data extraction model based on variable time-windows. We study the problems occurred in the incremental data capture method based on timestamp change, and optimize the incremental timestamp-based data extraction method. Although, without anomalies, there are still gaps in the improvements of VTWM proposed in this paper when compared to the traditional extraction model, VTWM reduces the impact of anomalies on data extraction and improves the reliability of the incremental timestamp-based data capture method, and also takes into account the efficiency of data extraction under the premise of ensuring reliability.

The data maintenance variable time in VTWM proposed in this paper needs to be manually set currently, and there is no uniform standard for setting the value size. The size of the value has a certain impact on the efficiency of data extraction. This study hopes to make a personalized setting based on the frequency of change of the source table data in the future studies, and minimize the effect of this value on data extraction efficiency.
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